WHAT IS NEEDED TO REDUCE OUR RISKS?

CLOSE LIMERICK NUCLEAR PLANT
AS SOON AS POSSIBLE TO AVOID A MELTDOWN!

TO MINIMIZE THREATS AND HARMS UNTIL LIMERICK CLOSES:

- STOP MORE UPRATES THAT RUN LIMERICK HARDER
- FILTRATION TO REDUCE HEALTH THREATS
  - Filter Water Intake From Schuylkill River To Reduce PM-10 from Cooling Towers Filter
  - Discharges into the Schuylkill River to Reduce Radiation and TDS
  - Filter Toxic Mine Water Discharges Into Schuylkill River
- EMPTY FUEL POOLS - SAFER AND FASTER
  - Enforce 5 Year Requirement for Cooling Before Removal To Casks
  - Take Older Rods Out To Casks At A Faster Pace To Minimize Meltdown Consequences
- EXTEND AND INCREASE BACK-UP GENERATORS
  - Back-up Generators Must Be Available for Days or Weeks, NOT 4 or 8 Hours
  - Require Back-Up Generators For Fuel Pools PLUS Reactors
- FIRE SAFETY - REQUIRE SAFEST REGULATIONS IMMEDIATELY
- REQUIRE PROTECTION AGAINST TERRORISTS PLANES OR MISSILES

FOR FINANCIAL JUSTICE AND A SMOOTH TRANSITION:

- EXELON START TO TRANSITION TO SOLAR POWER, STARTING AT OXY AND KINSEY
- EXELON SHOULD START TO RETRAIN LIMERICK WORKERS IN SAFER JOBS
- EXELON MUST PAY ITS OWN COSTS FOR LIMERICK DECOMMISSIONING
  - Exelon Should NOT Raise Our Electric Bills Again

WHAT CAN YOU DO?

1. VISIT ACE WEBSITE - For Detailed Summaries Of Limerick's Unprecedented Harms and Threats - New Information Will Be Added.
2. INFORM OTHERS - Your Family, Friends, Neighbors, and Co-Workers.
3. CONTACT ELECTED OFFICIALS To Protect Us, Not Exelon's Profits.
Only Your Voice Can Counter Exelon's Campaign Contributions

1) Tell Officials To Demand That Limerick Close To Avoid A Meltdown
2) Demand Immediate Improved Precautions Until Limerick Closes

4. **ADD YOUR NAME AND CONTACT INFORMATION**
   To The Growing List Calling For Limerick To Close.

   CONTACT ACE AT (610) 326-2387 aceactivists@comcast.net
   ➢ Leave Your Name, Phone, E-Mail